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garbage collection is done using two algorithms: serial - the first garbage collector. it is the default, and is rarely used. it performs
compaction on the live objects and moves the garbage to a new region of the heap, or frees up memory. this is done sequentially,
causing a pause of at least twice the gc latency. in most cases, it is necessary to pause the application threads while it performs
compaction, and if the pause is too long, the application threads are forced to wait for garbage collection to complete. parallel - the
new garbage collector. it is the most efficient collector, and it can perform compaction and move live objects concurrently with
application threads. the collector is not subject to the pause times that the serial collector is. however, it does not perform
compaction. this is the only garbage collector that can perform both compaction and move live objects to another region of the heap,
without causing pause times. the reason is that the serial collector (the collector that performs only compaction) must pause the
application threads while it performs compaction. by contrast, the new collector can perform compaction and move objects
concurrently with application threads. garbage collection is performed by the gc. it is the only garbage collector that performs live
object moving, and it is designed to cause very few pause times. the collector performs compaction on the entire heap, and moves
live objects to another region of the heap, or frees up memory. the collector is not subject to the pause times that the serial collector
is. however, it does not perform compaction.
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the “young” generation is the region of memory that is allocated during execution of program. it is the “young” generation in
generational garbage collection. the “old” generation is the region of memory that has been allocated earlier than the “young”
generation. it is the “old” generation in generational garbage collection. the "mixed" generation is the region of memory that is
allocated between the “old” and “young” generations. the “old” generation contains objects which are still reachable, and the

“young” generation contains objects which are not reachable. the "old" generation occupies the same address range as the "mixed"
generation. garbage collection is a well-rehearsed recovery technique. it is most effective when used to recover memory after a

program crashes. however, it is possible to use garbage collection as a tool to commit a fault. garbage collection is used in this way,
to detect changes in the graph of memory usage. for this reason, g1 is committed to full collections and thus does not use the

detection feature of garbage collection. in our test, we ran no fewer than 500 generations of the heap without a fault being detected.
this collector is a hybrid of the mark and sweep and mark and compact garbage collectors. it is a concurrent collector, in that the

garbage collector threads work concurrently to reach live objects on the heap. these threads then perform the collection and
compact actions that the concurrent collectors perform. it is a generational collector, in that it maintains a free-list of unused objects,

and compacts these free-lists during collection. the free-list reduces memory footprint and fragmentation, and thus improves
throughput. 5ec8ef588b
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